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Where can I access the PiXL Apps?
• The apps can be downloaded onto your phone through your phone provider APP Store
– Apple Store, Google Play Store or Amazon App Store
• The APPs can also be used on a desktop –
o https://mathsapp.pixl.org.uk/
o https: //englishapp.pixl.org.uk/

Logging In

• All Apps use the same login information, so they are easy to remember

PiXL Maths App
What does the app do?
• Uses online questions to assess your son’s/daughter’s knowledge across more than 200
skills to raise awareness of their strengths and areas to develop.
• Provides video and PowerPoint support to enable learners to target
areas of weakness.
• Reproduces the same question but with different numbers so that
learners can apply their knowledge.
More than 200 skills.
• That is quite a lot!
• Where should my son/daughter start?
• Sometimes it is hard to know what to do with a blank canvas. Therefore, PiXL have
structured graded challenges under “set tasks” to help students start along a particular
path.
How does my son/daughter know how they are
doing?
• Their individual success line
• Question selection menu is RAG’d
• Class engagement scoreboard
• Their teacher also sees an overview and
will shape written reports, conversations
and their teaching to continuously target
their needs.

So how can I help?
• Encourage your son/daughter to use the app on top of any other homework. They can
use the search facility under “Take a test” to help target some specific skills or the “Daily
challenge”.
• If you are teaching your son/daughter a skill, try and use the techniques shown in the
videos/PowerPoints.

PiXL English Lit App
Things to know and what does it do:
• The app helps to develop a deeper understanding of a range of texts covered under our
specific exam board – AQA
• The app assesses your son/daughter’s knowledge of:
o Quotations
o Characters
o Events and happenings
o Terminology
What texts are covered?
• The APP covers the texts we follow as a school; just select the
correct one
o Macbeth
o An Inspector Calls
o A Christmas Carol
How should I encourage them to use it?
• Following the reading of a specific text in school, your
son/daughter should use the app to check their understanding
across the range of activities. If your son/daughter returns to
the app each week possibly for 10-20mins, this will help to reduce stress and anxiety
leading up to an exam.

The Times Tables App
Things to know:
• Basic arithmetic has been identified as a cause for concern in numerous examiners’
reports over the years from published report following GCSE exams.
• Within the first 5 months of releasing the app, more than 35 million questions had been
answered in the app across more than 1200 schools.
• With regular use it has been shown to build confidence.
What does the app do?
• Allows learners to freely practise their tables at their own pace or against the clock with
the aim of reducing the time taken to recite their tables within 5 seconds per question.
• Promote engagement through games.
• Track confidence levels through awarding trophies.
• Highlights the results to their teacher.
How should I encourage them to use it?
• If the games aren’t encouraging enough already, we would recommend setting up a
routine, so it becomes expected:
o Short bursts over breakfast
o Spare 5mins before they go out and play/meet friends, etc.

GCSE Pod
What is GCSE Pod?
GCSE Pod offers students hundreds of mini online lessons, in the form of short videos called
Pods. These Pods are just 3-5 minutes long and perfect for understanding and revising key
topics.
What does the app do?
• GCSE Pod can be used to create playlists of topics students want to revise.
• Students can also select exam board specific playlists to watch and listen to at their
convenience.
• Set questions can be completed to check knowledge.
How should I encourage them to use it?
• As well as on phones and tablets, the App can also be used on desktop formats https://www.gcsepod.com/
• As the pods link directly to the exam specifications they are taking, they match what
needs to be learnt perfectly.
• They should be encouraged to watch up to 5 pods per day and answer questions.
• They can watch them anywhere – in the car, on the bus, at home
• As they are short burst of information – they should be used often for short periods
GCSE Pod - Login Details
Username – ‘firstnamesurname’
password ‘date of birth’
e.g. joebloggs / 100506

